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Three scary questions for Asia  

• Why don’t we know how integrated 
we are? 

• Why don’t we know what risks that 
brings? 

• Why don’t we have a regulatory 
structure to deal with it?  



What’s scary about this?   

• More closely integrated systems may be prone 
to contagion and crises e.g. Europe 

• The policy choices are  
– Be less integrated to start with (close the borders) 
– Manage the risks of closer integration (cross-

border regulatory structures, AMRO) 
– Or clean up afterwards (Chiang Mai, AMF) 



How to measure integration?  
• We don’t really know. 
• For trade it’s often quantity flows, (or shares of trade, 

or trade intensity) though should really be price 
convergence. 

• For finance, what is the equivalent: 
– Shares of investment and portfolios held in the region? 
– Shares of flows of bank lending, equity investments and 

FDI?  
– Convergence of interest rates and yields on “similar” 

investments?  (“interest parity conditions”) 
• This is really hard.  And what is the benchmark?  Even 

within single markets like the US these measures 
suggest that e.g. Chicago is not integrated with New 
York and Canada is not integrated with the US.  
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What are the risks? 
• The dog wags the tail – if you are integrated 

with a big market your interest rates are 
determined elsewhere.  

• A shock in an external market can be 
transmitted to the domestic market 

• Capital flows in during booms and out during 
panics 

• Current research suggests the big source of 
shocks in Asia is still the US. China is trivial.  



Can we regulate finance across 
borders? 

• No 
• And in Asia we aren’t even trying 
• Every country in the region has a different 

financial regulatory landscape 
• And they don’t talk to each other  
• Even in Europe it took a huge crisis to open 

dialogue on a cross-border regulator for 
banking. 



Appendix on Cross Border Reg in Asia  
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Overall Index of Financial Devlopment:  Geographic Distbn 

Source:  Dorucci et al, Domestic Financial Development in Emerging Economies, ECB 
Occasional Paper, No 102, April 2009, p 42 
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Overall Index of Financial Devlopment:  Country Distbn 
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Asian markets 
• Financial innovation is still low by 

international standards 
• Regulatory restrictions remain on what 

activities institutions can do -  cross entry into 
new fields more restricted  

• But by 2004 banks in the major Asian markets 
had income diversification close to levels of 
Europe (i.e. commercial banks moving into 
investment banking and other fee based)  
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Trend in Asia 

11 Ghosh, World Bank, 2006, p82 
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Regulation for  Diversified Financial Institutions and Markets  

• Financial conglomerates growing and market trend to 
integrated financial service provision . 

• Regulations partially prohibit but don’t stop it. 
• Do integrated financial systems need integrated 

financial supervisors?   
– No clear answer.    
– In Asia has been movement towards integrated supervision, 

but divide between rich  & poor countries.   
– Could increase mutual support and experience sharing. 
– Post GFC Europe is re-examining best practice.   Some 

integrated supervisors will be broken up.  What should Asia 
learn?  
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Global trend in supervision:  Mixed 
 Integrated Partially  

B + I 
Partially 
B + S 

Partially 
I + S 

All 
Separated 

Llewellyn 
(105) 

37% 8.6% 4.8% 8.6% 41% 

Martinez 
& Rose 
(77) 

29% 13% 8% 9% 38% 

Barth et al 
(153) 

? ? ? ? ? 

Cihak and 
Podpiera 
(?) 

33 11 6 9 44% 
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A number of surveys indicate the very wide range of models around the world.  Llewellyn gives the results shown in Table 10 from his own data (probably dated around 2004-5) but notes that arrangements change rapidly and cannot always be easily interpreted because of local arrangements (such as local government powers).  Cihak and Podpiera, 2006,  give a different sample (for 2004) in which 33% have a single prudential supervisor, 6% an agency supervising banks and securities firms, 11% one supervisor for banks and insurers and 9% one for securities firms and insurers.  The remaining 44% have multiple sector supervisors.  Their data indicate the difficulty of accurately categorising arrangements since they classify Australia has having a single supervisor.  Martinez and Rose, 2003, correctly categorize Australia and show a distribution (for 77 countries in 2002) of 29% with a single supervisor, 8% doing banks and securities firms, 13% doing banks with insurers, 9% doing securities firms and insurers and the remaining 38% with multiple supervisors.   Thus, the majority of countries are still supervising separately but the striking feature is how varied is the international experience. 



 
 
Integrated 

Banking & 
Securities 

Banking 
and 

Insurance 

Securities 
and 

Insurance 

B, S, I 
separate 

Central Bank 
supervises 
banks?  

Singapore(1984) Yes 
Malaysia 

(1988) 
Y 

Japan (1998) 
Koreae (1999) N 
Taiwane (2004) N 

China e N 
Hong Kong Y 
Indonesiaa Y 
Philippinesb Y 
Thailand c,e Y 

Lao ? d Y 
Cambodia Y 
Vietnam Y 
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Supervision Structures in Asia:  Varied  and Changing  
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Regional Cooperation 
• Multiple fora – both public and private 
• Regional architecture still evolving 
• Not obvious whether one grouping best for specific purposes 
• Most countries belong to several groups with finance agenda 
• How to judge the progress and implementation of the policy 

ambitions? 
• Is there a gap in regulators’ meetings?  

– Looks like it but regulators and regulated are not so sure 
• Not clear that creating new groups is useful but clarifying who 

deals with what might be. 



Recommendations  for Regional Initiatives 
 
1 A regulators’ forum:  
  a regional forum to bring all financial regulators and 

supervisors together, recognising that different structures in 
different countries mean that currently not all the relevant 
regulators meet in the existing for a. 

 
2 Improving trade agreements in services:  

trade agreements play a large role in liberalisation  in services, so 
more attention needs to be paid to developing best practice in services 
agreements avoiding bilateral approach to negotiating them.  

 
3 Benchmarking progress in financial sector reform, regulation and 

monitoring:    
  Information on domestic financial sector reform:  the data 

are patchy and inconsistent.   Low take up of IMF FS Assessment 
Programs  implies some disquiet about IMF processes.  Is a 
regional alternative possible?  Where should it be located?  
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It may be that one of the existing supervisors’ fora can be expanded to carry out this function but there is strong evidence that the widest country grouping possibly would be the best basis on which to build this structure.   ( ASEAN Secretariat, 2007, Cowen et al, 2006, Wang 2002).  There is also a need for more consistent interaction and exchange of views between the public and private sectors (Corbett and de Brouwer, 2005) 



4  Training programs in financial areas are currently 
being provided under a number of initiatives but there 
does not seem to be a rigorous, disinterested 
assessment of their quality.   
– A review of training and capacity building programs across 

the range of regional fora could suggest ways of raising 
quality and reducing duplication.  (Corbett and de Brouwer, 
2005) 

 

5  Building on the initiatives to link stock exchanges in 
the region together there may be merit in considering 
building an equity market equivalent to the ABMI (Yap, 
2007 suggests an Asian Investment Corporation).  
There are also suggestions for an Infrastructure Fund 
similar to the ABF tho’ these are proving controversial  
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Dobson (2004 and 2006) notes the need for timely and complete information on financial reforms - both domestic and regional.  She points out “there is still no region-wide, publicly available evaluation of domestic reforms against best practice benchmarks and in terms of remaining gaps in implementation that need to be addressed.  What do we know about the competitiveness of the region’s banking sectors?  What do we know about governments progress in regulatory and supervisory reforms?...” (2004, p 6).  In part this arises because the participation in the FSAP and ROSC processes is low(Cowen et al make a similar point in calling for “efforts to harmonize rules and practices across the region and with global standards and best practices. In this regard, FSAPs and ROSCs could be useful instruments to benchmark Asian countries against best practices and identify priorities for reform.” )



6  it would be useful to have information on work programs 
organised by topic or market segment.   A database could 
be kept up-to-date by agreement across the various 
organisations.  It could usefully reside at the ADB ARIC 
website.   

 
7  Others add need for  regional infrastructures such as 

clearing and payment systems, credit rating agencies, and 
benchmarks to complement ongoing initiatives such as 
the ASEAN Financial Roadmap and work in EMEAP and 
also c oordination in crisis management, this could involve 
protocols to share information and resolve practical issues 
such as public communication, and payments and 
settlements (not clear but this may already occur) 
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